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That you can still find in the remote room
Its. grass smell, like the most buoyant broom,
And its small-figured and unwarned peace:,
Like an assassin word of departure broke
Into its pleasures-but that it still can please,
That the wheel outlives the cracking of a spoke:
That it is the rambling even burdensome past,
The inconvenient stair and the grave under the grass,
We cannot enough value it for building around disaster
Enclosure and monument where tllere might
~Be die limitless scar,-the unidentifi~d site,
Welter, sun smashed, the child strewn with plaster.
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Translation from Rimbaud
Anne, Anne, mount on your palfrey;
Run away, for my hunger is all for thee
~

I am hungry for these alone:
For the earth and for the stone.
Dinn! Dinn! Dinn! Dinn! We'll feast on the horizons,
Coal and rock and the deep iron.
Hungers, detour and turn away your heads
From field of corn;
There is a heady poison to be drawn
From briar and weed.
Eat granite that the prisoner quarries
And old stones of monasteries
And pebbles orphaned of the sea
And stone loaves littered in the grey valley.
(Hungers, is it the limiting dusky reef
Of sky where tolls
Angelus-or is it belly that compels,
Or is it grief?)
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And when in landscape leaves appear,
I go to mellow flesh of fruit- .
And from the furrow's body tear
The queen-anne's-lace and violet.
Anne, Anne, mount on your palfrey;
Run away, for my hunger is> all for thee.
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Now in the lovers' room the night
Lies on the unencumbered bed,
While in posture of affright
They lie in distances instead.

I

Lying'together would allay
The fear which may them now possess.
When in each other's S>beauty they
Find promise of a happiness.
But single, as there lpdges in
Them want,' they 'perish by the death
Such as lives soundless in old men
And comes to be with every breath.
The wind puts shoulders to the door,
Routs something fluttering down the hall;
With Trespass driving it before
The body, flimsy as the Soul.
And this enchants their' eyes; they reach
For the wild body that they see
To lay their terror each to each
And cfadle their mortality.
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